A tall order-but, then, we are dealing here with a great medical biography. Indeed it goes far in meeting the demands of our schedule. It is the result of a life-long study of uniquely rich material, patiently and assiduously collected over the decades and including items from the 'stacks and parcels' in which the library of Sir d'Arcy Power was dispersed in 1942. Indeed Sir Geoffrey looks upon his own work as the continuation of early attempts at reconstruction of Harvey's personality by his friend and predecessor at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, in 1897. Nothing, however, can be compared in depth and width of scope with the work under notice. In fact it is the crowning of three of his preceding works, each a classic in itself: the Harvey Bibliography of 1928 (second ed. 1953), the Portraiture (1949) and the Personality of William Harvey (1949 and continued in 1958) .
Three features stand out immediately: (1) the space allotted to documents old and new which take up the story most effectively, (2) the multitude of new documents and facts and (3) the sure judgement in appreciating Harvey, the naturalist and man of research and discovery, and Harvey, the practitioner and eminent dramatis persona in the seventeenth-century English scene. A few examples may be given:
Many will remember the startling and tantalizing hints to the discovery of Public Records material throwing new light on medical practice in Jacobean days and especially on that of Harvey (C. J. Sisson, 'Elizabethan life in public records ', The Listener, 1951, 45, 998 Book Reviews much depends in our judgement as to what Harvey 'really was' upon the credence that should be given to this 'consistent dilettante' who 'must have been at once charming and exasperating', whose 'style is informal', whose 'language is racy' and who 'had an unerring instinct for the telling detail' and a 'complete lack of selfconsciousness and prudery.' And more important still: 'he was never untruthful', however 'curious, credulous, unmethodical and inaccurate' he may have been. Indeed it has been one of the outstanding features in the author's work over the years to vindicate Aubrey and this is greatly strengthened by the well balanced and beautifully expressed account of Aubrey in the book under notice. Throughout it Aubrey's stories are shown to be borne out by independent accounts.
Here some more interesting light is thrown on Harvey the medical practitioner. On the whole he does not seem to have always gained in appreciation of his doctoring activities since he had acquired almost general acclaim for his great discovery. In the earlier days this may well have contributed to the depreciation of his practice, as many would suspect a physician who dared to break away from tradition so abruptly and fundamentally. When this breakaway had turned out to be of secular importance, Anne Conway, famous for her interest and literary activities in natural philosophy as well as her inveterate headaches, received a warning against relying on Harvey as a doctor from her father-in-law, the second Viscount Conway. He wrote in 1651: 'you doe well to love and respect a person of his merite for I thinke he hath deserved extreamly well of all learned men, for what he hath found out, or offered to the world to enquire farther into: he is a most exelent Anatomist, and I conceive that to be his Masterpiece, which knowledge is many times of very great use in consultations, but in the practicke of Physicke I conceive him to be to mutch, many times, governed by his Phantasy, the excellency and strength whereof did produce his two workes to the world. . . ' Harvey's honesty in the face of a therapeutic poverty due to no fault of his own.' 203 Book Reviews Indeed we have the unmistakable evidence of Harvey's superior practical wisdom in his literary monuments, especially concerning the practice of obstetrics, neurology and psychosomatic medicine. Moreover we know of the trust accorded to him by many people of the highest intellectual standard and a number of ingenious cures which he accomplished.
There can be little hesitation to agree with Sir Geoffrey's well balanced views. On the other hand the present writer feels that Harvey may well have kept a charitable and broad-minded attitude towards cures outside the orthodox syllabus. Harvey was full of admiration for Nature that operates 'untaught' and beyond 'the grasp of the rational soul.' Concerning the divine mirabilia of generation Harvey finally admitted to resort to fiction and fable (fictum autfabulosum). It was just as much of a mystery to him as the art which enables a certain bird on the Bass island to lay but one egg and to place it 'upon the point of a rock so firmly that the mother can go and return without injury to it, but if anyone move it from its place, by no art can it be fixed or balanced again.' In some ways Harvey would seem to have remained a child of a pre-rational age. In this things like the 'weapon-salve' and the resuscitation of a dead bird from its ash could appeal for research into their modus operandi rather than for outright rejection on account of their incredibility. Indeed, Christian Morgenstern's 'law' that 'there cannot be what must not be 'was alien to seventeenth century natural philosophy, nor was the co-existence of speculation, belief and metaphysics with rigid observation and rational thinking unusual. We would therefore look upon Boyle's story that Harvey used the Helmontian method of 'stroking' a scrofula with a dead man's hand with less scepticism than the author-even if the same Boyle who had been impressed with Greatrakes the Stroker may have seemed surprised at Harvey, 'who, as a rigid naturalist, as he is, scrupled not often to try the experiment mentioned by Helmont'. On the other hand not everything that sounds irrational or magic today was outside the traditional medical syllabus. Harvey's belief in the curative effects of uterine prolapse on hysteria well conforms with the ancient medical theory in which the uterus was regarded as a 'microcosm' of its own and its ascending movement in the belly as the cause of hysterical fits (pnix hysterike).
When Harvey died, in 1657, he had been a sick man, tormented by gout and stones, for a number of years. There is no reason, however, to believe that he died by his own hand. Yet it emerges from the author's new material that five years earlier he had deliberately taken an overdose of opium, in a fit of pains from the stone. He had asked Scarborough to look to his affairs on the morrow; but when the latter arrived, there was Harvey having happily passed the stones and in the best of spirits.
What does it all amount to? It would appear that the high praise accorded to Harvey, the 'immortal' discoverer and founder of scientific medicine for three centuries, has somewhat overshadowed the knowledge of his unique personality. As it emerges from the book it may indeed well claim some part of this immortality. Here is the secular figure that shows no trace of having been 'stiffe, proud, starcht and retired' or in the author's words: the 'small swarthy man with an alert and eager manner, interested in everything around him, observant, impatient, but with a natural dignity, permitting no liberties and an intelligence commending him to the company and friendship of many of the best minds of his day. His professional eminence brought 204
